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A B O U T

L A U R E N  M I N I C O Z Z I

Lauren remembers getting out of bed every

morning with this growing hate towards herself.

She hated the way she looked. She hated the way

she felt. She hated the person she was.

Constantly comparing herself to the Instagram

models she wanted to become so badly.

Continually wishing she was someone else.

Anyone else but her. Lauren Minicozzi is a 23-

year-old female who has struggled with body

image dysmorphia, depression, anorexia,

PCO’sand as a repercussion is currently battling

an undefined chronic illness. The battle she had

with herself was all self-inflicted.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are not born with these thoughts. Along our

journeys something has happened which has led

to many females becoming so self-conscious and

so fixated on achieving that ‘perfect body’. But

guess what, that perfect body is different for

everyone. That perfect body does not mean we

must starve ourselves - try telling that to a young

teenager who is constantly on Instagram,

comparing herself to those Instagram models.

Lauren was once there! She is now here to inspire

and motivate young girls to know that there is a

way out. We do not have to be stuck in this toxic

cycle forever. We must be strong and find that

inner power from within to escape this journey

before it starts controlling our life. Self-love is

key. The moment we truly accept who we are, the

moment our life will change. The ease will come,

and happiness will follow. Let Lauren ignite that

feeling back into you. Find that inner child again

and let her out!

"I had created this life for myself. I

never understood why I continued to

critique my body. Why I was never

happy with it. Why I refused to eat

and why it was so important to be

‘skinny’. It stemmed from

somewhere."



B O O K  B I O G R A P H Y

Journey to health is a powerful story about the impact of growing up

in the age of constant body shame, social media and the evolving

pressures among society to look a certain way. It is written by a

young female the audience can relate to. It’s raw. It’s personal. It’s

real. It’s authentic. It’s not written by someone famous, by someone

with a huge following or by someone with a social status. It is

written by an ordinary girl. One who is just like the reader. One who

is relatable. One who is still so young and still fighting to this day.

The writer shares herjourney in order for the readers to connect and

resonate with and know they are not alone. The writer has been

through it all. From comparing herself to Instagram models, to

developing a hate so strong towards herself and following through

with mental and physical health battles.  This book was created to

make a difference.

 

To touch the lives of young females and hopefully stop them from

going down the dreaded cycle the writer once found herself stuck

in. It was created to empower young females to go beyond their

body. To not give up. To start to love themselves again. To see their

true beauty. To help them connect with their souls and draw out

their power from within to heal themselves. 

 

It will give them a tool kit to help them get out of this dark cycle that

they continue to get sucked into that will change their mind and

change the way they think about themselves. Journey to health

restores hope into society that there is a way out. There is light at

the end of the tunnel. It acknowledges the battles young females

are going through and aims at helping to overcome them. This book

will provide a strong community for readers to reach out to, so they

do not have to be alone on this journey. They can feel safe. They can

feel heard and most importantly they can feel empowered.

Empowered to make a difference and come out the other end of this

journey. Empowered to not give up. Empowered to overcome their

own battle and help others who are also suffering and on the same

self-destructive path. 

 

 



B O O K  B I O G R A P H Y

 Journey to health was not created for fae. It was not created for

fortune. It was created to make an impact. To make a difference. To

show females they are not alone. To help reshape the lives of future

generations and remove the toxic road that is so commonly taken.

P R O U D L Y  S U P P O R T I N G

$1 from every sale is donated 

 to The Butterfly Foundation



P R E S S  R E L E A S E

 

 

Lauren Minicozzi is a 23 year old who has a powerful story that will impact young females

who are or have been through a similar journey as herself. Who have struggled with

accepting who they are. Who cannot relate to the Instagram models. Who are experiencing

the pressures of this new society. Who are continually comparing themselves to other

females around them. Who are wishing they were someone else. Who are hating who they

are. Who are defining themselves by what their body and features are, not by their soul.

 

Lauren struggled with body image dysmorphia, depression, anorexia and PCO’s. She never

understood why she continued to critique her body. Why she was never happy with it. Why

she refused to eat and why it was so important to be ‘skinny’. It stems from somewhere. We

are not born with those thoughts. Along our journeys something has happened which has

led to many females being so sub conscious and so fixated on achieving that ‘perfect

body’. But guess what, that perfect body is different for everyone. That perfect body does

not mean we must starve ourselves - try telling that to a young teenager who is constantly

on Instagram, comparing herself to those Instagram models. Lauren has been there!

 

Lauren wrote this book to enable young females to be able to relate to her journey and

know there is light at the end of the tunnel. She wants young females to know they are not

alone. She describes her journey knowing they will be able to resonate with aspects and

know there is hope! She wants to empower young females to go beyond their body. To not

give up.

 

 “I don’t want them to simply read this book and be able to just relate to it. I don’t want

people to read it and feel sorry for me. I want females to read it and be able to follow the

processes that I used to help get themselves out of this dark cycle. I want them to know

what to do to change their mind and to change the way they think about themselves. I want

them to finish this book knowing what to do in order to help them live their best life. To

share their knowledge and experience with others who may be in a similar situation. To

know that a body does not define them”.

 

A journey to health is a book that will make a difference. This book will resonate with

females. 

“I know my book is the outcome of a society that is starting to change!”

High resolution photos available from the link below

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/v6j4cb3f552xrvs/AADDDPYIL8i-SOJhQD4NlAjFa?dl=0
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B O O K  E N D O R S E M E N T S

K A R I N A  I R B Y

O W N E E R  O F  M O A N A  B I K I N I  &  

I N S P I R A T I O N A L  F I G U R E

‘"A Journey To Health - A Body Does Not Define You’ is a brave,

powerful and inspiring memoir from a young lady who has

suffered through life so her readers don’t have to. As females,

we are all on a continuous journey to health that is so much

more than how you look in the mirror or the number that stares

back at you from the scales. Lauren Minicozzi, at times

painfully, yet beautifully captures this journey and acts as a

positive and inspiring voice in a modern world of unrealistic

standards, online negativity and downright incorrect health and

beauty expectations. This book acts as a guide book as to how

Lauren tackled her health battles to help inspire other young

females to take their own action and set themselves free on a

path of self-love and acceptance."

C U S T O M E R  R E V I E W S

I"'m a few chapters in and omg Lauren this is deep s**t... and

scarily relatable! I'm not a reader at all and honestly i've

struggled to get through a book my whole life but i'm

determined to finish this!"

"OMG! I couldn't put it down last night! I read half the book

before realising I had to sleep!"

"I was absolutely blown away by this read. Its one of the most

honest and relatable things i've ever read. You'll be helping so

many girls with it."

"It brought tears to my eyes. I loved it. "

" Lauren you are amazing. I finished your book in one sitting...

I cried, and laughed, and shared similar thoughts and

experiences throughout my life- which resonated so deeply. The

self love tasks are perfect, especially raising a daughter who

needs to be resilient in this new world we live in. So in

short- thank you. This truly is a life changing read... I loved it!"



T A R G E T  A U D I E N C E

In today’s society body dysmorphia is more evident now than it ever

has been. Young females are continually starving themselves,

putting their bodies through stress just to obtain that perfect figure.

Eating disorders have never been so high and it is impossible now

for young females to not compare themselves to those they admire

on Instagram. At such a young age most do not understand how fake

this platform is and how someone’s life can be portrayed as

something completely different. My target audience is for females

aged anywhere from 16 years through to 35+. I am targeting females

who have been through a similar experience and felt ashamed

or embarrassed to speak up. I am targeting females who are

continually comparing themselves to those on Instagram and are

constantly unhappy within themselves. I am targeting females who

continue to have an unhealthy relationship with themselves, are

constantly on diets and continue to thrash themselves at the gym to

get to a certain physique they feel will make them happy within (I

have been there and trust me it does not give you inner happiness.) 

 

Due to the target market, social media is the perfect tool to

promote this book and to get the message out. Presentations at

schools is also another key aspect as this is where majority of the

target market will be at.



B O O K  E X C E R P T

You’re fat.

 

This small, insignificant phrase was the start of my dreaded

journey with body dysmorphic disorder. How can such a small

statement create such an impact on a person’s life? Affecting the

way they see themselves. Their confidence. Their attitude. How

they live their day to day life. Such an irrelevant word. Such a

degrading word. Such an ugly word.

 

A judgemental phrase to someone young or old can have

such a significant impact on the way one lives. Why do people

have to be so nasty?

 

At ten years old, I was a young girl who had just moved

away from a small country town. I was trying to find my feet;

trying to fit into my new surroundings. I had grown up where

everyone knew of me and my family. I was well loved in this

community and it was where I felt safe. The big move brought a

lot of trauma, which until twelve years later, I did not realise the

significant impact it had in the way I would live my life.

 

So yes. At the age of ten, I was in the schoolyard and some

boy was talking to me, and in our conversation, he threw out

the word “fat”. Imagine how this may have impacted such a young,

vulnerable girl. One who had not hit puberty yet. One who was trying

to fit in. One who was trying to start her new

journey in life in a different area.

 

The weight I had at this age was nothing I should have been

ashamed about. It was what many young kids go through—

especially those from an Italian or other ethnic background. We

grew up in an environment where we stuffed our faces daily with

all of Nonna’s pizzas, pastas, cakes and all the treats she made.

Anything you ate was never enough. She was always standing

on the other side of the table shouting “Mangia, mangia!—Eat

more, my child! You need to grow strong! You are fading away.”

I not only had the pressure of one nonna but two nonnas!

Double the food! Double the commands! Double the love!

 

C H A P T E R  1

T H E  B E G I N N I N G



I N T E R V I E W  Q U E S T I O N S

What exactly is self-love? Why do you think females struggle to

accept/ show this?

What made you write this book and share your journey?

How can this book save lives?

What makes this book so differently to other self-love books?

What promoted you to write this book?

What is the key message readers will gain from this book?

How can we support one another? 

What was the hardest part of your journey?

What advice would you give someone who is stuck on this path?

How do you plan on continuing to inspire young females?

How can we do our part in society to help create this change?

Do you believe we can stop young girls from going down these

cycles for good?

Do you believe you are fully recovered?



P R E S E N T E R

Lauren is passionate in adding value to peoples lives. If

she can help just one person, she knows she has done her

job. Through empowering females and sharing her

journey, Lauren provides various presentations on self

love, gratitude, body image, emotions, and social media.

Through her powerful story, she uses her Health Journey in

order to resonate with the community and spread

awareness and inspire others.

From school presentations to events, Lauren can

individualise an offering to suit your needs.
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